Abstract. In this paper, elliptic control problems with pointwise box constraints on the state is considered, where the corresponding Lagrange multipliers in general only represent regular Borel measure functions. To tackle this difficulty, the Lavrentiev regularization is employed to deal with the state constraints. To numerically discretize the resulted problem, since the weakness of variational discretization in numerical implementation, full piecewise linear finite element discretization is employed. Estimation of the error produced by regularization and discretization is done. The error order of full discretization is not inferior to that of variational discretization because of the Lavrentiev-regularization. Taking the discretization error into account, algorithms of high precision do not make much sense. Utilizing efficient first-order algorithms to solve discretized problems to moderate accuracy is sufficient. Then a heterogeneous alternating direction method of multipliers (hADMM) is proposed. Different from the classical ADMM, our hADMM adopts two different weighted norms in two subproblems respectively. Additionally, to get more accurate solution, a two-phase strategy is presented, in which the primal-dual active set (PDAS) method is used as a postprocessor of the hADMM. Numerical results not only verify error estimates but also show the efficiency of the hADMM and the two-phase strategy.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following elliptic PDE-constrained optimal control problem with box constraints on the state 
where
, Ω ⊆ R n (n = 2, 3) is a convex, open and bounded domain with C 1,1 -or polygonal boundary Γ; the desired state y d ∈ L 2 (Ω) is given; a, b ∈ R and α > 0 are given parameters. Since the constraints in (P) denote closed convex set, (P) admits unique solution (y * , u * ). The solution operator G of the elliptic equation in (P) mapping u to y is compact. To be more precise, G = ES, where S : u → y assigns u ∈ L 2 (Ω) to the weak solution y ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) and E : H 1 0 (Ω) → L 2 (Ω) is the compact embedding operator. We use (·, ·) to denote the inner product in L 2 (Ω) and use · to denote the corresponding norm. Through this paper, let us suppose the following Slater condition for (P) holds.
Keywords and phrases: optimal control, pointwise state constraints, Lavrentiev regularization, error estimates, heterogeneous ADMM, two-phase strategy Assumption 1.1. There exists a u ∈ L 2 (Ω) such that a < (S u)(x) < b ∀x ∈ Ω.
Remark 1.1. Our considerations can also carry over to uniformly elliptic operators
∂ xj (a ij y xj ) + c 0 y, a ij , c 0 ∈ L ∞ , c 0 ≥ 0, a ij = a ji and there is a constant θ > 0 such that n i,j=1
for almost all ξ ∈ R n .
Boundary condition can also expand to ∂ n y = 0 on Γ.
Optimal control problems with state constraints and their numerical realization have been studied extensively recently. Since the Lagrange multiplier associated to (P) in general only represents a regular Borel measure (see Casas [7] or Alibert and Raymond [1] ) because of the presence of the pointwise state constraints, the complementarity condition in the optimality conditions cannot be written into a pointwise form. Hence, nonsmooth pointwise reformulations, which are needed in semismooth Newton methods, are not possible. To overcome this difficulty, there are two common approaches, Moreau-Yosida regularization and Lavrentiev regularization. Moreau-Yosida regularization [17, 18] is to convert the state constraint into a penalty term. As in [27] , the authors showed that a semismooth Newton method applied to the Moreau-Yosida regularization of (P) leads to a 3 * 3 block saddle point linear system, whose coefficient matrix is symmetric and indefinite. While in our paper, we focus on the Lavrentiev regularization, whose idea is to replace the state constraint by control-state mixed constraint. We can see from Section 4 that only a 2 * 2 block saddle point system has to be solved in each iteration by applying our hADMM, which is based on the inherent structure of the problem.
The Lavrentiev regularized problem has the form of a control-constrained elliptic optimal control problem. As we know, since projection has to be carried out to get the control in each iteration in variational discretization [19] , which means mesh refinement for the control, the error order of the control of variational discretization is generally higher than that of full discretization. However, our error analysis indicates that because of the employment of the Lavrentiev-regularization, the error order of the control of full discretization is not inferior to that of variational discretization, which is the most important reason prompting us to use Lavrentiev regularization. The Lavrentiev regularized problem associated to (P) is:
s.t. − ∆y = u in Ω, y = 0 on Γ, a ≤ λu + y ≤ b a.e. on Ω,
where λ > 0 denotes the regularization parameter. Since the constraints in (P λ ) denote closed convex set, (P λ ) admits unique solution (y λ , u λ ). In [26] , the authors prove the convergence of (y λ , u λ ) → (y * , u * ) in L 2 (Ω) for λ → 0. Also, they show that the Lagrange multiplier associated to the mixed control-state constraint in (P λ ) is an L 2 -function for every λ > 0. In addition, [21] proves the weak convergence of the adjoint states in L 2 for λ tending to zero and the weak- * convergence of the multipliers in C(Ω)
* to their counterparts of problem (P) for λ ↓ 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that 0 < λ < 1. We know from [29] that for the error resulted from Lavrentiev-regularization, the following estimate holds
where c is a constant independent of λ. If we introduce an artificial variable v = y + λu, (P λ ) can be transformed into a pure control constrained optimal control problem: ( P λ )
Since ( P λ ) is a pure control-constrained problem, it admits a unique Lagrange multiplier in L 2 (Ω) associated to the inequality constraint.
To numerically solve the regularized problems, we use the First discretize, then optimize approach. With respect to the discrete methods, the variational discretization has been applied in dealing with (P λ ) in [21] , where the authors give the following error estimates.
where n = 2, 3 denotes the space dimension and C is a positive constant independent of the finite element grid size h and regularization parameter λ.
Although the variational discretization avoids explicit discretization of the controls, it is not convenient to solve the resulted problem because the control still belongs to function space. In fact, in each iteration of variational discretization, the grid has to be divided again, which costs lots of computations and storage and is not easy to be implemented. In this paper, we use the full discretization method, in which both the state and control are discretized by piecewise linear functions. The remarkable advantage of full discretization is that it can transform the problem into a finite dimensional problem with a good structure, which is convenient to be implemented numerically. More importantly, we extend the results of [21] to the full discretization case, which results in the following two error estimates. 5) where n = 2, 3 denotes the space dimension and C is a positive constant independent of λ and h. Although at first glance, the precision of (1.2) is higher than (1.4) from the view of h, actually it depends on the matching relation between λ and h. For example, we take h = 2 −9 , which is small enough in general. Meanwhile, we take λ = 10 −4 , where λ often has to be smaller in practice. In this case,
In addition, the second error estimate (1.5) is the same as (1.3). So it does not mean that the error order of full discretization is inferior to that of variational discretization because of the effect of λ, i.e. the employment of Lavrentiev regularization, especially when λ is very small. An algorithm called the primal-dual active set method (PDAS) has been used in solving the Lavrentievregularized state constrained elliptic control problems in [25] , which was proved to be a special semismooth Newton method in [16] . Benefiting from the local superlinear convergence rate, semismooth Newton method is a prior choice for solving nonsmooth optimization problem. The error of utilizing numerical methods to solve PDE constrained problem consists of two parts: discretization error and the error of algorithm for discretized problem. The error order of piecewise linear finite element method is O(h), so algorithms of high precision do not make much sense because the discretization error account for the main part. Taking the precision of discretization error into account, using fast first-order algorithm is a wise choice. Actually, using algorithms of high precision will not reduce the error but waste computations and storage. In addition, it is seen in Section 4 that in general we have to solve a 4 * 4 block equation system in each iteration, which makes the calculation very large, especially when the finite element grid size h is very small. In [28] , the authors give a method to transform the 4 * 4 block equation system to a 2 * 2 block one, however, it brings additional computation for the inverse of the mass matrix.
As we know, there are many first order algorithms being used to solve finite dimensional large scale optimization fast, such as accelerated proximal gradient (APG) method [2, 22, 32, 33] and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [4, 10, 14, 23, 24] . Motivated by the success of these first order algorithms, an APG method in function space (called Fast Inexact Proximal (FIP) method) was proposed to solve the elliptic optimal control problem involving L 1 -control cost in [30] . It is known that whether the APG method is efficient depends closely on whether the step-length is close enough to the Lipschitz constant, however, the Lipschitz constant is not easy to estimate in usual. So in this paper, we focus on ADMM, which was originally proposed in [8, 15] and has been used broadly in many areas. First, we give a brief overview of ADMM for the following linearly constrained convex optimization problem 6) where
and Y ⊂ R n2 are given closed, convex sets. The augmented Lagrangian function of (1.6) is
where λ ∈ R m is the Lagrange multiplier and σ > 0 is a penalty parameter. Each iteration of ADMM has three main steps
The advantage of ADMM is that it separates θ 1 (x) and θ 2 (y) into two subproblems, which makes each subproblem in (1.8) could be solved easily. The ADMM algorithm for solving (1.6) has global convergence and sublinear convergence rate at least under some general assumptions. To apply ADMM type algorithm to (P λ ), we introduce an artificial variable v = λu + y, which results in
Compared with (P λ ) and ( P λ ), ( P λ ) separates the smooth and nonsmooth terms, which makes it more efficiently to take advantage of ADMM. The ADMM type algorithm has been used in elliptic optimal control problem with control constraints. In [31] , the authors proposed a heterogeneous ADMM (hADMM) algorithm. The hADMM algorithm employs two different weighted norms in the augmented term in two subproblems respectively, which is different from the classical ADMM. Also, the authors proved the global convergence and the iteration complexity results o( 1 k ). Inspired by the simpleness, facility for implementation and global convergence rate of the hADMM, we employ it to fully discretized Lavrentiev-regularized problem. Although Lavrentiev-regularized problem can be transformed into a pure control-constrained problem as form ( P λ ), it will become ill-conditioned when lambda is very small. Thus we do not apply hADMM to ( P λ ), we use its well structure as reference and apply it to ( P λ ), which possesses well structure as we see in Section 4. For the first subproblem of hADMM, it is equivalent to solve a 2 * 2 block equation system in each iteration, while using PDAS has to solve a 4 * 4 block equation system which should be carefully formed based on the active sets in each iteration. For the second subproblem of hADMM, the solution has a closed form, which is very easy to compute.
Moreover, to satisfy the need for more accurate solution, a two-phase strategy is also presented, in which the primal-dual active set (PDAS) method is used as a postprocessor of the hADMM algorithm. It is shown in Section 5 that to get a solution of the same precision, the hADMM algorithm and the two-phase strategy are obviously faster than PDAS method respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Full discretization is considered in Section 2. Section 3 gives the error estimates of the fully discretized Lavrentiev-regularized problem. In Section 4, we give the frame of the hADMM algorithm and the PDAS method employed to the discretized problems. Two numerical examples are given to verify the error estimates and the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in Section 5. Section 6 contains a brief summary of this paper.
Full Finite Element Discretization
In order to tackle (P λ ) and ( P λ ) numerically, we consider the full discretization, in which both the state y and the control u are discretized by continuous piecewise linear functions, for which we make the following assumptions. and set h = h nt . LetΩ h = T ∈τ h T . We use Ω h and Γ h denoting its interior and boundary respectively. In the case that Ω is a convex polyhedral domain, there holds Ω = Ω h . In the case that Ω has a C 1,1 -boundary Γ,Ω h is convex, whose boundary vertices are all contained in Γ, such that
where | · | denotes the measure of the set and k > 0 is a constant.
The weak formulation of the state equation involved in (P λ ) and ( P λ )
is given by (∇y, ∇z) = (u, z),
be the discrete space, where P 1 denotes the space of polynomials whose degree are less than or equal to 1. Let
i=1 be a basis of Z h which satisfies the following properties: 
We discretize y(x) and u(x) by the same basis of Z h , i.e.
where y h (x i ) = y i and u h (x i ) = u i . Then the discrete version of problem (P λ ), ( P λ ) and ( P λ ) are denoted by (P λ,h ), ( P λ,h ) and ( P λ,h ) respectively,
on Ω.
( P λ,h )
Error estimates
In this section, we extend the results of [21] . The essential difference between [21] and the present paper is that the discretization method in [21] is variational discretization while this paper considers full discretization, in which both the state and control are discretized by piecewise linear functions. The greatest difficulty that full discretization introduces to the error analysis is that the solution of continuous problem is not feasible for discretized problem. To tackle with this difficulty, we utilize the quasi-interpolation operator and complete the error analysis. It is well known that since projection has to be carried out to get the control in each iteration in variational discretization, which means mesh refinement for the control, the error order of the control of variational discretization is generally higher than that of full discretization. However, the error analysis in this section indicates that the error order of the control of full discretization is not inferior to that of variational discretization because of the employment of the Lavrentiev-regularization. In this section, we give two different error estimates, the first one of which depends on λ while the second one of which is uniform in λ.
Error estimate for fixed λ
For the error analysis below, we have to use a quasi-interpolation operator Π h :
For the interpolation error, the following lemma holds, whose proof can be found in [5, 11] .
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C independent of h such that
First we consider the following variational equation
and its discrete version:
where g ∈ L 2 (Ω). We use w(g) and w h (g) to denote the solution of (3.1) and (3.2) respectively, then the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.2. Under Assumption 2.1, there exists a constant C(Ω) independent of λ such that
holds true.
where I h denotes the linear interpolation operator. Subtracting two equalities above, we arrive at
Let φ be the solution of
and we have
Let z = w − w h in (3.6) and z h = I h φ in (3.7), we arrive at
where we have used the fact that φ
Then we arrive at
Let (y λ , v λ ) and (y λ,h , v λ,h ) be the solutions of ( P λ ) and ( P λ,h ) respectively, then the optimal system of ( P λ ) is:
where p λ denotes the adjoint state. And the optimal system of ( P λ,h ) is:
where p λ,h denotes the adjoint state. Additionally, Let
respectively, then we have
The following corollary can be easily derived from Lemma 3.2.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is fullfilled. Then there exists a constant C(Ω) independent of λ such that the following estimate is valid
In addition
holds true with a constant C(α, Ω) independent of λ.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled. Let (y λ , v λ ) and (y λ,h , v λ,h ) be the solutions of ( P λ ) and ( P λ,h ) respectively, then there exists a constant C(α, Ω, λ max ) independent of λ such that
Proof. Because the solution v λ,h of ( P λ,h ) is feasible for ( P λ ), we can insert v λ,h in (3.9c), which gives
where Π h is the quasi-interpolation operator defined above. Then v is feasible for ( P λ,h ) and we can insert v in (3.10c), which gives
Adding (3.16) and (3.17) then yields
We can rewrite the inequality above into the following form: .12) respectively. Subtracting the two resulted equalities we get .15) respectively. Subtracting the two resulted equalities we arrive at
So we have
Then we can rewrite I 2 in (3.18) as .14) and (3.15) respectively. Subtracting the two resulted equalities we derive (3.12) respectively. Subtracting the two resulted equalities we have
So we arrive at
Then we can rewrite I 1 in (3.18) as
Inserting (3.19) and (3.20) into (3.18), we get
So we derive
Using Young's inequality we get
with k > 0 arbitrary. Then Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 yield
4 min(α, 1) to make α − 2k > 0 and 1 − 2k > 0, then we arrive at
For y λ − y λ,h H 1 , we have ∀t > 0,
which implies
We choose t = 1 2C to make 1 − Ct > 0, then we derive
We know from standard error estimates that y λ − y h (u λ ) H 1 ≤ Ch u λ , which together with (3.22) implies
Then the term h can be abandoned from the formula above and we can get the assertion.
Error estimate uniform in λ
We now derive an error estimate which does not depend on λ. Let (y λ , u λ ) and (y λ,h , u λ,h ) denote the solutions of (P λ ) and (P λ,h ) respectively, then the optimal system of (P λ ) is:
where p λ is the adjoint state and µ a , µ b are Lagrange multipliers associated to the regularized pointwise state constraints in (P λ ). Similarly, the optimal system of (P λ,h ) is:
where p λ,h is the adjoint state and µ a,h , µ b,h are Lagrange multipliers. We consider a sequence of positive real numbers λ k tending to zero for k → ∞. We use (P k ) to denote the regularized problems associated to λ k and their solutions are denoted by (y k , u k ) with an adjoint state p k and Lagrange multipliers µ ak , µ bk . To begin with, we give the following lemma which focuses on the boundedness of the Lagrangian multipliers. Since upper bound and lower bound exist simultaneously in the problem we consider, the proof of the following lemma encounter some difficulties compared with the situation with only one bound. However, we utilize the fact that at least one of the two multipliers is equal to zero and complete the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Under Assumption 1.1, the sequence of Lagrange multipliers {µ bk } and {µ ak } are uniformly bounded in L 1 (Ω).
in Ω. Then from the maximum principle for the state equation, we have (Su 1 )(x) < b, a < (Su 2 )(x) ∀x ∈ Ω. So ∀λ ≥ 0, there exists τ 1 , τ 2 > 0 such that
, then using (3.28) we arrive at
We multiply the two formulas in (3.29) by µ bk and µ ak respectively, which implies
Since (3.26c) is equivalent to
We know that at least one of µ bk and µ ak is 0. When µ ak is 0, let z = u 1,k in (3.31), then we arrive at
When µ bk is 0, let z = u 2,k in (3.31), then we get
Together with (3.30), we arrive at
From the optimality of u k , we know the uniform boundedness of u k in L 2 (Ω). So we know that {µ bk } and {µ ak } are uniformly bounded in L 1 (Ω).
Similarly to Lemma 3.5, we can prove the uniform boundedness of µ ak,h L 1 (Ω) and µ bk,h L 1 (Ω)
where n denotes the dimension of Ω and C > 0 is a positive constant which is independent of λ.
Proof. Subtracting (3.26c) and (3.27c), we get:
Multiplying the formula above by u λ − u λ,h , we derive
where p h is the solution of (∇p
h − y λ,h ∈ Z h in the formula which we get by subtracting (3.27b) and (3.37), then we arrive at
Similarly, let z h = p λ,h − p h ∈ Z h in the formula which we get by subtracting (3.38) and (3.27a), then we derive
So we can get
For the term I, since y λ,h ≤ b − λu λ,h and µ b ≥ 0, we derive
For the term II, because of y λ ≤ b − λu λ and µ b,h ≥ 0, we have
(3.42)
For the term III, based on −y λ,h ≤ −a + λu λ,h and µ a ≥ 0, we arrive at
For the term IV , following from −y λ ≤ −a + λu λ and µ a,h ≥ 0, we have
(3.44)
Inserting (3.41), (3.42), (3.43) and (3.44) into (3.36), we get
It is shown in [6] that the following formula holds
Through standard finite element error estimates and the fact that u λ is bounded independent of λ resulting from the optimality of u λ , we know that
Together with Lemma 3.5, we have the following estimation for u λ − u λ,h , 
which gives the assertion.
In addition, if we assume that u λ is uniformly bounded in L ∞ (Ω), then from [12] we know that
Then from the proof of Theorem 3.6 we have
which implies the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Assume that the sequence of optimal solutions to (P λ ) for λ ↓ 0, denoted by {u λ }, is uniformly bounded in L ∞ (Ω), and assume further that the solution of (2.1)
Then the sequence of solutions of (P λ,h ), denoted by {u λ,h } satisfies
where n denotes the dimension of Ω and C is a constant independent of λ and h.
Analysis for error estimates
The main novelty with respect to the error estimates of our paper is that we prove the error order of full discretization is not inferior to that of variational discretization, which has been stated in detail in introduction. The overall error consists of two parts: one arising from the regularization and another caused by the discretization. We know from [29] that for the error resulted from Lavrentiev-regularization, the following theorem holds Theorem 3.8. Let (y * , u * ) and (y λ , u λ ) be the solutions of (P) and (P λ ), then the following error estimate holds
where c is a constant independent of λ.
Combining Theorem 3.8 with Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.7, we arrive at the following results for the overall error.
where n = 2, 3 denotes the dimension of Ω and C 1 , C 2 are positive constants independent of λ and h. As we said in Introduction, the error order of full discretization is not inferior to that of variational discretization. It is clear from (3.50) and (3.51) that when λ is fixed, both two error estimates decrease as h declines until reaching a lower bound resulting from term √ λ, i.e. Lavrentiev regularization. However, for fixed h, the first error estimate may decrease also may increase as λ declines because term √ λ and term
While the second error estimate may decline until reaching a lower bound also may remain unchanged as λ decreases. These statements declare that for fixed h, it is not the smaller λ the better. Additionally, both (3.50) and (3.51) give an upper bound for the error, which one is a better estimate also depends on the values of C 1 and C 2 . So different problems may have various error variation trend. We could verify the statement above through the numerical experiments in Section 5.
hADMM and two-phase strategy
The error of utilizing numerical methods to solve PDE constrained problem consists of two parts: discretization error and the error of algorithm for discretized problem. The error order of piecewise linear finite element method is O(h), which makes the discretization error account for the main part. So algorithms of high precision do not make much sense, instead will waste much computations. Thus using heterogeneous ADMM (hADMM), which is a fast and efficient first order algorithm, to get a solution of moderate precision is sufficient. Heterogeneous ADMM is different from the classical ADMM, where two different norms are applied in the first two subproblems. However, in order to satisfy the need for more accurate solution, a two-phase strategy is also presented, in which the PDAS method is used as a postprocessor of the hADMM algorithm. However, we should emphasize that here the 'accurate' refers to the KKT precision of the numerical algorithm but not the error between exact solution and numerical solution.
To rewrite the discretized problem into a matrix-vector form, we define the following matrices
and
where K h and M h denote the finite element stiffness matrix and mass matrix respectively. Let
The lump mass matrix W h is defined by
which is a diagonal matrix. Actually, each principal diagonal element of W h is twice as the counterpart of M h . For the mass matrix M h and the lump mass matrix W h , the following proposition hold.
Proposition 4.1. [36, Table 1 ] ∀ z ∈ R N h , the following inequalities hold:
, where c = 4 if n = 2,
For simplicity, we use the symbol before discretization to denote the column vectors of the coefficients of the functions with respect to the basis {φ i (x)} N h i=1 which are discretized above, for example, y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N h ) T ∈ R N h . Then we can rewrite the problem (P λ,h ) and ( P λ,h ) into a matrix-vector form, which are the actual versions we apply the hADMM algorithm and PDAS method to respectively
In the process of implementation, if a solution with moderate accuracy is sufficient, hADMM algorithm is applied. In addition, if more accurate solution ('accurate' refers to the KKT precision of the numerical algorithm but not the error between exact solution and numerical solution) is required, a two-phase strategy is employed, in which the PDAS method is used as a postprocessor of the hADMM algorithm. The following two subsections focus on the hADMM algorithm and the PDAS method respectively. 4.1. Two ADMM-type algorithms for ( P ′ λ,h )
Since the stiffness matrix K h and the mass matrix M h are symmetric positive definite matrices, we can rewrite
In order to show the differences between our hADMM and classical ADMM, we give the details of these two algorithms respectively. First, let us focus on classical ADMM.
Classical ADMM
We can see from the content below that the first subproblem of classical ADMM has to solve a 3 * 3 block equation system. It can be reduced into a 2 * 2 block equation system, however, it will introduce additional computation of M −1 h . More importantly, classical ADMM algorithm is not mesh independent. The augmented Lagrangian function of (R P ′ λ,h ) is:
where µ ∈ R N h is the Lagrange multiplier and σ > 0 is a penalty parameter. We give the three main steps at k-th iteration.
Now let us give the details about two subproblems with respect to u and v respectively. The first subproblem is equivalent to the following problem min y,u∈R N h
whose Lagrangian function is
where p is the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the equality constraint K h y − M h u = 0. Then the KKT conditions of (4.5) are
The second subproblem is equivalent to the following problem
whose object function is a quadratic function, so it has a closed form solution
Heterogeneous ADMM (hADMM)
The essential difference between hADMM and classical ADMM is that the former adopts two different weighted norms in two subproblems in each iteration. It is clear from the content below that the first subproblem of hADMM only has to solve a 2 * 2 block system without any additional computations, which can be solved by generalized minimal residual (GMRES) with preconditioning matrix, and the second subproblem has a closed form solution. More importantly, The numerical results in Section 5 indicate that our hADMM algorithm is mesh independent, while classical ADMM is not. Additionally, to construct the relation between the continuous problem and discretized problem, proposing hADMM algorithm is a natural idea. Following the hADMM proposed in [31] , whose idea is to employ two different weighted norms in two subproblems, the weighted augmented Lagrangian function of (R P
where µ ∈ R N h is the Lagrange multiplier and σ > 0 is a penalty parameter. The three steps in each iteration of hADMM algorithm are as follows
Now let us give the details about two subproblems with respect to u and v respectively. The first subproblem is equivalent to the following problem min y,u∈R
where p is the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the equality constraint K h y −M h u = 0. Since the smoothness of (4.10), solving it is equivalent to solving the following linear system 
from which we derive that
Then (4.11) could be reduced into the following equation system without any additional calculation.
(
It is seen that the hADMM only has to solve a 2 * 2 block equation system in the first subproblem in each iteration. We should emphasize here that writing the optimality conditions in the form of an antisymmetric matrix can make it more convenient for the design of the preconditioning matrix and the equation system can be solved by GMRES with preconditioner. (4.13) can also be written into a symmetric matrix, however, some of the principle elements of the coefficient matrix will be negative. Utilizing PCG or MINRES to silve it will not have advantages than solving (4.13) by GMRES. The second subproblem is equivalent to the following problem
which does not have a closed form solution, we replace the term
, where W h is the lump mass matrix defined in (4.3). Then the second subproblem is transformed to the following optimization problem min 15) whose solution has the following closed form
Although this will introduce the computation of W
−1
h , W h is a diagonal matrix, whose inverse will not cost much computation.
Based on the content above, we give the frame of the hADMM algorithm:
Step 1: Compute (y k+1 , u k+1 ) through solving the following equation system
Compute u k+1 as follows
Step 2: Compute v k+1 as follows
Step 3: Compute µ k+1 as follows
Step 4: If a termination criterion is met, Stop; else, set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1.
For the convergence result of the heterogeneous ADMM algorithm, we have the following theorem.
} is generated by Algorithm 1 with the associated state {y k } and adjoint state {p k }, then we have
Primal-Dual Active Set method as postprocessor
As we have said above, the error of utilizing numerical methods to solve PDE constrained problem consists of two parts: discretization error and the error of algorithm for discretized problem, in which the discretization error account for the main part. Algorithms of high precision do not make much sense but waste computations in practice. In general, using hADMM algorithm to get a solution of moderate precision is sufficient. Although algorithms of high precision are not necessary, we also provide a two-phase strategy to satisfy the requirement for numerical solution of high precision, in which the PDAS method is used as a postprocessor of the hADMM algorithm. The PDAS method was used to solve control constrained elliptic optimal control problem in [3] . In [16] , the authors show its relation to semismooth Newton method, which can be used to prove its local superlinear convergence. We employ the PDAS method to (P ′ λ,h ), whose Lagrangian function is:
where µ a , µ b ∈ R N h are the Lagrange multipliers. Then the KKT conditions of (P 17) which can be equivalently rewritten as (4.19) can be reduced into the following 4 * 4 block system
We define the active and inactive sets as 22) and note that the following properties hold
then we can rewrite the optimal system (4.19) into a linear system    
It is shown in [3] that whether the two consecutive active sets equal is a termination criterion for the primal-dual active set method. Following the content above, we give the frame of the PDAS method:
Initialization: Choose initial point y 0 , u 0 , p 0 and µ 0 ∈ R N h ; Set k = 0.
Step 1: Determine the following subsets of {1, 2, ..., N h } (Active and Inactive sets)
Step 2: Determine E k a and E k b through (4.24) and solve the following system    
Step 3 For the convergence result of the PDAS method, we have the following theorem. For more details, we refer to [13, 34, 35] .
Numerical Result
In this section, two numerical experiments are considered. All calculations were performed using MATLAB (R2013a) on a PC with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4790K CPU (4.00GHz), whose operation system is 64-bit Windows 7.0 and RAM is 16.0 GB.
In the hADMM algorithm, the accuracy of a numerical solution is measured by the following residual
Similarly, in the PDAS method, the accuracy of a numerical solution is measured by
Let ǫ be a given accuracy tolerance, then the terminal condition is η A (η P ) < ǫ.
In both two examples, hADMM algorithm and two-phase strategy are employed to get numerical solutions of different precision respectively, i.e. the iteration is terminated with different ǫ. Their convergence behavior are both compared with PDAS method, which is a special semi-smooth Newton method (see [16] ). There are three tables in both two examples. The first one in each example gives the L 2 error of the control, while the last two tables focus on the convergence behavior, including the times of iteration, residual η and time, of the hADMM algorithm and the two-phase strategy compared with the PDAS method respectively. In the last two tables, '#dofs' denotes the dimension of the control variable on each grid level, 'iter' represents the times of iteration and 'residual' represents the precision η of the numerical algorithm, which is defined above. In Table 3 and Table 6 , two sub columns in the column of 'two-phase strategy' record the convergence behavior of two phases, i.e. hADMM and PDAS, respectively. 
When the exact solution is not known, using numerical solution as relative exact solution is a common method. For more details, one can see [20] . In our practice implementation, we choose h = 2 8 , the scale of data is 306305, which results in a large scale discretized problem. When lambda is too small, the problem will be ill-conditioned and the error will increase on the contrary from the error analysis in Section 3. Through testing with different lambda, e.g. λ = 10 −5.5 , 10 −6.5 and 10 −7 , we find that λ = 10 −6 is an appropriate choice. We give the L 2 errors u * r − u λ,h on grids of different sizes with nine different values of λ from 10 −2 to 10 −6 in Table 1 . As an example, the figures of the desired state y d , the numerical state y λ,h and numerical control u λ,h on the grid of size h = 2.5 √ 2 2 6 with λ = 10 −4.5 are displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . If a solution with moderate accuracy is enough, hADMM algorithm is employed and compared with PDAS method. Both two algorithms are terminated when η A (η P ) < 10 −2 in this case and the corresponding numerical results are displayed in Table 2 . In addition, if more accurate solution is required, we employ the two-phase strategy and compare it with PDAS method. In this case, both two algorithms are terminated when η A (η P ) < 10 −13 and the numerical results are shown in Table 3 .
From Table 1 , we can see that for fixed λ, the error decreases as h declines at first until it reaches a bound resulted from regularization. When h is fixed, the error declines as λ decreases generally, while the error shows a rising trend with the last few values of λ. The numerical results in Table 1 declares that for fixed h error may increase as λ decreases, which verify the error estimates in Section 3. Table 2 and Table 3 show that both the hADMM algorithm and the two-phase strategy are much faster than PDAS method especially when the finite element grid size h is very small. The numerical results in the last two tables verify the efficiency of the hADMM algorithm and the two-phase strategy. We think that the efficiency of hADMM and two-phase strategy will be more obviously when the finite element grid size h get smaller. In our numerical experiment, we think that the finite discretization is fine enough since the dimension of variables of the finest grid level has reached 306305 and 261121 in two examples respectively. 
) or x ∈ (9, 10) × (9, 10), 0 else,
x ∈ (4, 5) × (9, 10) or x ∈ (9, 10) × (4, 5), 0 else, then from the optimal condition we arrive at u * (x) = −∆y * = g (2) (x 1 )g(x 2 ) + g(x 1 )g (2) (x 2 ), p = −αu * ,
The exact solution is known in this example and the L 2 errors u * − u λ,h on grids of different sizes with nine different values of λ from 10 −2 to 10 −6 are given in Table 4 . As an example, the figures of exact state y * and numerical state y λ,h , exact control u * and numerical control u λ,h on the grid of size h = 14 √ 2 2 7 with λ = 10 −4.5 are displayed in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . As stated in Example 5.1, if a solution with moderate accuracy is sufficient, both hADMM and PDAS are terminated when η A (η P ) < 10 −3 and the corresponding numerical results are displayed in Table 5 . Moreover, if more accurate solution is required, we employ the two-phase strategy and compare it with PDAS. Both two algorithms are terminated when η A (η P ) < 10 −13 in this case and the numerical results are given in Table 6 . Table 4 shows that when λ is fixed, the error declines as h decreases until the error is up to a lower bound caused by the regularization. While for a fixed h, the error declines as λ decreases. The data in Table 4 verify the error estimates in Section 3. The last two tables in this example are similar to their counterparts in Example 5.1. We could find from the numerical results that the hADMM algorithm and the two-phase strategy are faster than PDAS method especially when the finite element grid size h is very small, which verifies the efficiency of the hADMM algorithm and the two-phase strategy. 6.7252e-1 6.4552e-1 6.3471e-1 6.3121e-1 6.3012e-1 6.2978e-1 6.2967e-1 6.2964e-1 6.2963e-1 14 √ 2 2 7
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Conclusion
In this paper, state-constrained elliptic control problems are considered, where the Lagrange multipliers associated to the state constraints are only measure functions. To tackle this difficulty, we utilize Lavrentiev regularization. After that, the regularized problem is discretized by full finite element discretization, in which both the state and control are discretized by piecewise linear functions. We derive error analysis of the overall error resulted from regularization and discretization. To solve the discretized problem efficiently, a heterogeneous alternating direction method of multipliers (hADMM) is proposed. If more accurate solution is required, a two-phase strategy is proposed, in which the primal-dual active set (PDAS) method is used as a postprocessor of the hADMM. Numerical results not only verify the analysis results of error estimate but also show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
